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Mechanisms of mound coarsening in unstable epitaxial growth
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~Received 19 August 1999!

Corner diffusion is shown to play a crucial role in determining the asymptotic mound coarsening exponent
n in the case of unstable epitaxial growth on (001) and (111) surfaces. For the case of island-relaxation
without corner diffusion the asymptotic exponent is found to satisfyn.1/4. However, when rapid corner-
diffusion is allowed, the coarsening exponent is found to approach 1/3. An explanation for these results is
presented in terms of the effects of corner diffusion on the surface current and mound morphology.
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The appearance of large-scale structures~mounds!, which
grow and coarsen with increasing film thickness during
moepitaxial growth on singular surfaces has attracted con
erable interest over the past several years. In particu
mound formation has been observed in homoepita
growth of materials ranging from semiconductors1 to metals
and metal alloys.2–4 One reason for the interest has been
desire to control instabilities during the growth process
order to produce either atomically flat or nanostructured s
faces.

The origin of the mound instability in homoepitaxia
growth is now understood to be the existence of diffus
bias.5 Such a bias may be due for example to a barrier
diffusion over descending steps~Ehrlich-Schwoebel step
barrier6! or to a short-range attraction of surface adatoms
ascending steps.7 This bias leads to an ‘‘uphill current’’ to-
wards ascending step edges and an increased probabilit
the nucleation of islands on top of existing islands and c
sequently to unstable, rough growth and mound formatio

However, while the origin of the mound instability is no
well understood, the asymptotic mound coarsening and
face roughening behavior are not. For example, numer
integration of the simplest continuum equation for the s
face heighth(r ,t), which takes diffusion bias into accoun8

leads to a mound coarsening exponentn.1/4 ~where the
typical mound or feature sizer c parallel to the surface scale
as r c;^h&n where ^h& is the average film thickness!. This
result is consistent with those obtained in a variety of exp
ments on growth on metal (001) surfaces3,4 and Monte Carlo
simulations.9 However, in a recent experiment on epitax
growth of Rh/Rh~111! at high temperature,10 rapid mound
formation with a significantly larger coarsening expone
(n.0.3360.02) was observed. A similarly large value w
also obtained12 in simulations of metal~001! growth with a
large step barrier.

Recently, a continuum analysis of mound coarsening
been presented,11 which takes into account the symmetry
the surface as well as the topology of defects betw
mounds. The results indicate that for growth on (111) s
strates,n.1/3, while for growth on (001) surfaces, in mo
cases the coarsening exponentn.1/4. However, while these
results agree with existing experiments, they do not prov
a clear correspondence between the mechanisms of su
relaxation and the observed behavior.
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In order to understand the influence of island-relaxat
mechanisms on the coarsening behavior, I have carried
kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of growth on both (001
and (111) surfaces. The simulations on (001) surfaces w
carried out using a model of bcc (001) growth,12 which takes
into account downward funneling13 due to the crystal struc
ture. To study the dependence of the coarsening behavio
(001) surfaces on island-relaxation mechanisms, three dif
ent models were used~see Fig. 1!. In all three models, atoms
were deposited with deposition rateF ~per site! and allowed
to diffuse to nearest-neighbor sites with hopping rateD. In
order to take into account the effect of an Ehrlich-Schwoe
step barrier and satisfy detailed balance, for all three mod
the rates for adatom motion over an ascending or descen
step were assumed to be equal to the corresponding rate
flat surface multiplied by a factore2EB /kBT due to the step-
barrierEB .

In model A, irreversible island formation was assume
with island relaxation via hopping of singly-bonded atom
along straight edges~edge-diffusion! at a rate given byDe
5De2Ee /kBT @see Fig. 1~a!#. This leads to somewhat irregu
lar islands and mounds whose edges tend to be along
(110) and (11̄0) directions. ModelB again corresponded to
irreversible island formation but with diffusion of singly

FIG. 1. Typical mound morphology (4003400 portion of lat-
tice! after 500 layers have been deposited~moderate step barrier!
along with corresponding island-relaxation mechanisms for mod
A, B, andC @~a!, ~b!, and~c!, respectively#. Gray scale plots in~a!
and ~c! correspond to slow deposition (Ee50.1 eV and E1

50.1 eV, respectively! while ~b! corresponds to fast depositio
with Ee50.
R11 317 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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bonded atoms around corners at a rateDc5De equal to that
for edge-diffusion as shown in Fig. 1~b!. This leads to com-
pact square islands and mounds whose edges are alon
(100) and (010) directions and which tend to form sh
‘‘chains’’ of coalescing mounds in the (110) and (110̄) di-
rections~see Fig. 1!. Finally, in model C, reversible island
formation was studied using a model in which the~in-plane!
hopping rate~either away from or along an edge! for an
adatom with one lateral in-plane bond is given byD1
5De2E1 /kBT while atoms with two or more bonds are a
sumed to be effectively ‘‘frozen.’’ As shown in Fig. 1~c! this
also leads to compact islands and mounds with edges a
the (100) and (010) directions.

In order to study the coarsening behavior over a w
range of deposition conditions, and ensure that asympt
behavior was observed, simulations were carried out us
both moderate (EB50.07 eV) and large (EB50.6 eV)
step-barriers while the substrate was assumed to be at r
temperature (T5298 K). In addition, two different deposi
tion rates were used—a ‘‘fast’’ deposition rate correspond
to D/F553103, and a ‘‘slow’’ deposition rate correspond
ing to D/F5105. To eliminate finite-size effects all simula
tions were carried out using very large system sizes (1
31024). As in previous studies,3,12 the average mound siz
or feature separation was estimated as proportional to
position r c of the first zero crossing of the circularly ave
aged height-height correlation function. From the dep
dence of the feature separationr c on film thicknesŝ h&, the
mound coarsening exponentn ~where r c;^h&n) was ob-
tained.

Figure 2 shows simulation results for the case of irreve
ible island growth with rapid edge-diffusion both for the ca
without corner diffusion~filled symbols, modelA) andwith
corner diffusion~open symbols, modelB). As can be seen

FIG. 2. Feature separation vs film thickness for modelsA andB.
Open symbols denote corner diffusion~model B!: diamonds and
dashed curve~fast deposition, moderate step barrier!, squares~fast
deposition, large step barrier!, circles ~slow deposition, large step
barrier!. Filled symbols denote corresponding simulations witho
corner diffusion. Open diamonds, squares, and triangles corres
to enhanced edge diffusion (Ee50) while Ee50.1 eV for all oth-
ers. Open triangles correspond to modification of modelB with a
corner-diffusion barrier larger than that for edge-diffusion (Ec

5EB50.07 eV, Ee50) and slow deposition.
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in the absence of corner diffusion,n.1/4 regardless of the
deposition rate or step-barrier strength. However, in the p
ence of corner diffusion a much larger value (n.1/3) is
observed. These results indicate that corner diffusion pla
key role in determining the asymptotic coarsening behav

Also shown in Fig. 2 are results~dashed line! for growth
with a moderate step barrier and less rapid edge-and-co
diffusion (Ee50.1 eV) for which the late-time coarsenin
exponent is only slightly higher than 1/4. A comparison
these results to the corresponding results with a larger
barrier~open squares! as well as to those with the same st
barrier but with enhanced edge-and-corner diffusion~open
diamonds! indicates that less corner diffusion is needed
the case of a large step barrier than for a moderate
barrier in order to observe a large coarsening expon
Thus, the strength of the step barrier also plays an impor
role in determining the observed coarsening behavior. A
included in Fig. 2 are results for a modification of modelB
corresponding to a corner-diffusion barrier which is comp
rable to the step barrier but larger than the edge-diffus
barrier. In this case, the combined effects of rapid edge
fusion and moderate corner diffusion again lead to a la
effective rate of corner diffusion, so that rapid mound coa
ening withn.1/3 is observed.

Figure 3 shows results for the case ofreversible island
formation~modelC). As indicated by Fig. 1~c!, for the case
of slow deposition and a moderate step barrier the resul
mounds are quite large and regular. In addition, due to
absence of corner diffusion, the effective coarsening ex
nent is less than or equal to 1/4. However, for the case
slow deposition with alarge step barrier, a large coarsenin
exponentn.1/3 is again obtained while the surface mo
phology becomes similar to that shown in Fig. 1~b!.

These results may be explained in terms of the prese
of an effectivecorner diffusion. For a large step barrier, a
oms that detach from an island are reflected by nearby
scending steps and are likely to reattach at nearby isl
edges. As a result, an atom detaching from a corner is lik
to reattach at a nearby edge leading to aneffectivecorner

t
nd

FIG. 3. Feature separation vs film thickness for reversible isl
growth on a (001) surface~modelC, E150.1 eV). Open symbols
correspond to moderate step barrier while filled symbols corresp
to large step barrier.
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diffusion. In contrast, for a moderate step barrier, atoms
taching from an island are likely to descend at nearby s
edges and so do not contribute to corner diffusion.

Why does rapid corner diffusion lead to enhanced mou
coarsening? A qualitative explanation may be obtained
considering the effects of corner diffusion on the surfa
current which may be expanded in the formj x5mx(a
2cmx

22bmy
2) ~Ref. 11! wherej x.0 corresponds to an ‘‘up

hill’’ mass current in thex-direction,mx(my) corresponds to
the surface slope in the (100)@(010)# direction, and the las
term with coefficientb corresponds to a cross current. In t
presence of a sufficiently large step barrier, one expects14,15

that rapid edge and corner diffusion will lead to apositive
cross current (b,0) since adatoms attaching to ascend
step edges will tend to migrate uphill~in the x direction! by
diffusing around corners to an inside kink site with tw
nearest-neighbor bonds. In contrast, in theabsenceof corner
diffusion or for aweakstep barrier no such cross current w
be observed. In simulations of growth on a vicinal surfa
using the same parameters as in the coarsening simulatio
have verified that for the case of rapid corner diffusion
effective corner diffusion there is a positive cross-curre
while in the absence of rapid corner diffusion the cro
current is either negligible or negative. Thus, the sign of
cross current appears to determine the coarsening beha

Why does a positive cross current lead to enhan
mound coarsening? A simple kinetic explanation is as
lows. When two mounds begin to coalesce the region
tween them has a significant slope inboth the (100) and
(010) directions. A positive cross-current tends to favor su
regions so that mound coalescence is enhanced as in
1~b!. On the other hand, a negative cross current tend
suppress such regions so that mound coalescence is
pressed as in Fig. 1~c!.

In order to study the effects of surface symmetry on
asymptotic coarsening behavior, I have also carried
simulations of growth on a (111) surface for which it h
been argued11 that in generaln.1/3. In my simulations a
simple solid-on-solid model of irreversible growth on a t
angular lattice was used, with ‘‘knockout’’17 of atoms at a
step-edge by freshly deposited atoms in order to mim
downward funneling. By independently varying the para
eters for edge and corner diffusion alongA and B step
edges18 the island and mound morphology were varied fro
hexagonal to triangular.

Figure 4 shows results for the case of triangular mou
corresponding to rapid corner diffusion aroundA step edges
and slow corner diffusion aroundB step edges. The asym
metry in corner diffusion leads to the formation of triangu
islands and mounds as in experiment10 with A edges favored
andB edges suppressed. For the case of rapid edge diffu
and a large step barrier, a large coarsening exponenn
.1/3) is observed. This is consistent with the rapid edge
corner diffusion alongA edges in this case. However, in th
case of slow edge diffusion, due to the suppression of m
transport along theA edges,16 the mounds are significantl
smaller and a lower coarsening exponent (n.1/4) is ob-
served.

Similar results have been obtained for the case of hexa
nal mounds. For the case of rapid edge and corner diffus
the mound edges are smooth and a large coarsening exp
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(n.1/3) is observed, while in the absence of corner dif
sion the mound edges are rough and a smaller exponenn
.1/4) is observed. These results disagree with
prediction11 that n.1/3 in general on (111) surfaces an
again indicate the critical role of corner-diffusion in dete
mining the coarsening behavior.

The dependence of the mound coarsening behavior
surface relaxation mechanisms may also be explained
considering the rate of coalescence of two mounds of lat
sizeL due to mass transfer from the ‘‘outside’’ region to th
‘‘inside’’ via diffusion of adatoms along the ridges~mound
edges! between them. The mound coalescence timetL is
given by the volume that must be ‘‘filled in’’~which is of
order L3) divided by the total rate at which mass is tran
ferred. For the case of reversible island formation withou
large step barrier, a quasi-equilibrium argument for the r
of mass transfer based on the curvature dependence o
chemical potential leads ton51/4.16 However, in the case o
island relaxation without detachment or for a large ste
barrier, such a quasi-equilibrium assumption no longer ho
In particular, for the case of rapid edge and corner diffusi
the outside edges of individual mounds are quite smooth
that edge adatoms may carry out a one-dimensional ran
walk along mound edges from the outside to the region
tween the mounds. Assuming an edge-adatom densityr,
which is independent of the mound size this implies a rate
mass transfer in each layerdM1 /dt, which is proportional to
the number of edge-adatomsrL divided by the timet1;L2

for diffusion over a distanceL, i.e., dM1 /dt;1/L. Since
there are of orderL layers in each mound this leads to a to
rate of mass transfer which is independent of mound size
a coalescence timetL;L3, which impliesn51/3. In con-
trast, for the case of irreversible island formation witho
corner diffusion @Fig. 1~a!# the mound edges are quit
‘‘rough’’ so that mass transfer via edge diffusion is su
pressed. In this case, an analysis that takes into acc
deposition-induced fluctuations again leads ton51/4.16

FIG. 4. Feature separation vs film thickness for deposition o
(111) surface with a large step barrier andD/F5103. Fast island-
relaxation rates correspond toDe /F5104 while slow rates corre-
spond toDe /F50. Open triangles correspond to fast edge diff
sion while filled triangles correspond to slow edge diffusion.
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I now consider the applicability of these results to rec
experiments.3,4,10For the case of growth on metal (001) su
faces one expects that corner diffusion will be relative
slow19 since it requires either a next-nearest-neighbor hop
a two-step process involving single-bond detachment and
attachment, or a complicated substitution process. Furt
more, in the presence of significant one-bond detachm4

there will only be a significant amount ofeffectivecorner
diffusion if the step-barrier is sufficiently large. This implie
that for growth on (001) surfaces,n.1/4 is most likely to be
observed. However, on (111) surfaces the barriers for e
and corner diffusion are likely to be comparable20 since both
processes involve the ‘‘breaking’’ of one nearest-neigh
bond while the other is unchanged. Furthermore the (1
geometry implies that each edge adatom has two nea
.
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neighbor bonds so that edge adatoms are unlikely to de
at high temperatures.10,20 Thus, at high temperatures bot
rapid edge and corner diffusion may occur leading to a la
coarsening exponent as observed for Rh/Rh~111! at 725 K.10

In conclusion, corner diffusion has been shown to pla
crucial role in determining the island and mound morph
ogy and asymptotic coarsening behavior in unstable epita
growth on both (001) and (111) surfaces. Depending on
strength of the step barrier and the rate of corner diffusi
either ‘‘slow’’ ( n.1/4) or rapid (n.1/3) mound coarsening
may be observed. Further work will be needed to study
crossover behavior and detailed dependence on depos
rate, step barrier, and corner diffusion.

I would like to thank T.L. Einstein and L. Anthony fo
comments on the manuscript.
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